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The 250-512 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 250-512 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 250-512 exam is very challenging, but with our 250-512 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 250-512 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Symantec 250-512 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 250-512 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Symantec exam
- 250-512 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 250-512 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 250-512 tested and verified before publishing
- 250-512 exam questions with exhibits
- 250-512 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Symantec certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 250-512 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 250-512 test is an important part of Symantec certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 250-512 exam is essential and core part of Symantec certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 250-512 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Symantec 250-512 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 250-512 now!
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QUESTION: 1
Which two components are required for the Symantec Data Loss Prevention for Tablets
solution in addition to the Tablet Prevent and Enforce servers? (Select two.)

A. DLP Agent
B. Virtual Private Network Gateway
C. Web Proxy
D. 2010 Exchange Server
E. Mobile Device Management

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 2
Which profile contains information to enable the VPN on Demand functionality for the
Data Loss Prevention for Tablets solution?

A. DLP Agent profile
B. SCEP profile
C. iOS profile
D. VPN client profile

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
A scanner fails to return results upon completion of the scan process. Which file should
be removed to eliminate previous scan issues?

A. scanner_typeScanner.cfg
B. Clean.exe
C. ScannerControllerLogging.properties
D. logs

Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
A Network Monitor server has been installed and the networking components
configured accordingly. The server is receiving traffic, but fails to detect incidents.
Running Wireshark indicates that the desired traffic is reaching the detection server.
What is the most likely cause for this behavior?
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A. The mirrored port is sending corrupted packets.
B. The wrong interface is selected in the configuration.
C. The configuration is set to process GET requests.
D. The communication to the database server is interrupted.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
An administrator has completed the example document training process, but is having
difficulty deciding whether or not to accept a VML profile. Where can the
administrator find information regarding the quality of each training set at a granular,
per-fold level?

A. machinelearning_training_process.log file
B. machinelearning_native_filereader.log file
C. machinelearning_training.log file
D. machinelearning_native_manager.log file

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
An approved Endpoint device has been configured and added as an exception to a
policy that blocks the transfer of sensitive data. Data transfers to these approved
Endpoint devices are still being blocked. What should the Data Loss Prevention
administrator do to resolve this?

A. disable and enable the policy involved for the changes to take effect
B. edit the exception rule to ensure Match On is set to "Attachments"
C. verify that the proper device ID or class has been entered
D. assign the Endpoint device configuration to all the Endpoint servers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
Which product can replace a confidential document residing on a share with a marker
file explaining why the document was removed?

A. Network Discover
B. Network Protect
C. Endpoint Prevent
D. Endpoint Discover
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 8
What is one benefit of using FlexResponse for Network Discover?

A. Response rules trigger varying actions depending on which DLP Agent created the
incident.
B. An email can be encrypted as it is being transmitted.
C. Displayed incident data can be redacted from the Data Loss Prevention interface
automatically.
D. Customizable incident remediation actions can be manually executed.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which product must run on a physical server?

A. Endpoint Prevent
B. Network Monitor
C. Enforce
D. Network Prevent

Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
A user attempts to run Lookup Attributes manually on an incident. On the Incident List
page under Incident Actions, the option for Lookup Attributes is missing. Which
section in the Plugins.properties file is misconfigured?

A. Plugin Execution Chain is undefined.
B. Attribute Lookup parameters is set to "message".
C. Automatic plugin reload is set to false.
D. Automatic Lookup is set to false.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 11
What are two possible ways to provide incident match text information? (Select two.)
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